
Monument
3041642

Cove
3041647

Wallaby
3041651

Terrain
3041649

Gully
3041648

Mangrove
3041650

Item Number       Qty.               Comments / Notes

Name:
Address:

Phone:

Customer Order Form: 

Full installation instructions visit 
www.diygutterguard.com.au

Install yourself or insist your 
tradesperson uses 

GumLeaf Gutter Protection

“Need Help?”
Call 1300 486 532

Water Harvesting
There is really no point 
in having a water tank 
if your gutters do not 
freely supply the water! 
Or even clean water for 
that matter. If you install 
GumLeaf Gutter 
Protection, your water 
will have a clear run 
to the down pipe. Your 
tank will fill approximately 
3 times faster with 
cleaner water!

BAL Index Ratings
The new building standard
assessment has six levels of risk
based on a bushfire’s attack level 
(BAL). Requirements range from 
ember protection at a low level 
(BAL = 12.5) to fire rated 
construction at the highest level 
(BAL = FZ = Flame Zone). 
GumLeaf 2mm conforms to all

Council Approvals
GumLeaf has a CSIRO fire rating of “0”, the best rating 
possible. When building a home in a bushfire area, 
GumLeaf is the best protection your home can have.

     Pretty birds not so pretty anymore?
          Keep birds “out” of your roof 
          by eliminating their access. 
          Many birds nest in roofs and
          gutters. While it’s nice to 
          have birds chirping in the 
          trees, it is devastating to 
          have them bring bird lice into
          your home and also the 
          disturbing sleep they can 
          cause.

CSIRO fire rating of “0”, the best possible 
(AS1530.2-1993)
Australian made BlueScope Colorbond steel
Eliminates blocked gutters and downpipes
Improves water collection and water quality 
for water tanks
Eliminates birds nesting and vermin entry into 
ceiling
Reduces flood damage to your roof and 
house
Reduces bush fire hazards
Custom folded to go under 1st tile
Machine scalloped for corrugated roofs, thus 
requires no trim or saddles
A proven product that has been used 
extensively for over 18 years
Any Colorbond colour (use chart attached)
Available for DIY home owners. GumLeaf 
ships anywhere in Australia
Installation available in most areas
As seen on Better Homes & Gardens
25 year functional warranty

Will Reduce Gutter 
Cleaning Dramatically

Helps With Bush Fire Prevention
On an extremely serious note, having your gutters full 
of tinder, dry leaves and debris can be disastrous in 
bushfire season. Bushfires in Australia are all too 
common every year. Ember attack can happen from 
5 kms away. If you need to evacuate, prevention is 
vital. GumLeaf Gutter Protection prevents your 
gutters from being full of dry leaves and debris.

levels.
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FEATURES & BENEFITSOUR PRODUCT

GumLeaf Gutter Guard uses a directional 3D louvre design 
that allows leaves to blow off effortlessly but allows water to 
flow unobstructed into your gutter. 
 
We only use Australian made  BlueScope Colorbond steel. 
A tried and tested product that has been used succesfully in 
Australia for over 18 years.

The colour chart below are the colours for GumLeaf’s 4 
mm Gutter Guard for corrugated/metal roofs (each colour 
shows the relevant Bunnings number as well). For the 
available colours & numbers for GumLeaf’s 2mm Gutter 
Guard please see the Special Orders desk.

3041654

Basalt
3041646

Evening Haze
3041644

TRIMDECK & KLIP-LOK Roofs 
Note: for Trimdeck & Klip-Lok roofs, please order 3040270 
GumLeaf’s flat 4mm gutter guard and specify which Colorbond colour. 
 
SCREWS: GUMLEAF RECOMMENDS USING GUMLEAF CLASS 
4 SCREWS (2410063). WILL LAST A LOT LONGER & ARE GREAT 
VALUE (on the shelf in Bunnings nearby GumLeaf Gutter Guard).

3041652

Significantly reduces 
              gutter cleaning

GumLeaf 2mm Gutter 
Guard BAL



How to Measure 
and   Order

Corrugated Roof Installation Instructions Tiled Roof Installation Instructions

Step 1: Measure the length of the guttering. Add 5-10% for 
overlap and wastage.

Step 2: For steel roofs decide on the best colour guard for 
your roof (see Colorbond chart over) then proceed to step 4. 
For tile roofs there is only one colour, Woodland Grey, as 
the guard cannot be seen from the ground.

Step 3: For tile roofs measure the gap between the gutter lip 
and the edge of the tiles (this is called the ‘fold’). The fold is 
usually 70, 80, 90 or 100 mm. IMPORTANT: Make sure the 
bottom row of tiles can be slid back i.e. there are no cyclone 
clips or nails.

Step 4: On the shelf at Bunnings, GumLeaf’s 4mm Corrugated 
Guard is in Woodland Grey colour and the 4mm Tile Guard 
has a 90 mm fold. Otherwise go to the special orders desk 
and ask for GumLeaf Gutter Guard. Tell them the number of 
pieces you require as well as the colour you wish if your roof 
is corrugated or if your roof is tile tell them the fold. NOTE: 1 
piece of guard = 1.2 metres.

Step 1
Clean out gutters well and flush 
down pipes.

Step 2
Lay gutter guard so that the 
chosen colour is facing up. Fold 
scallops by 30 degrees with 
thumb and forefinger. Lay in place 
so that the scallops fit nicely into 
the corrugation of the roof. 

Step 3
Make sure to align the gutter 
guard nicely along the gutter lip to 
ensure a clean line along length 
of gutter edge. Secure the gutter 
guard to the gutter lip with 
GumLeaf Screws approximately 
300mm apart.

Step 4
Along the scalloped edge place a 
screw on every 2nd corrugation 
rise, aligned with the existing 
roof screws. 

Step 5
Interlock the middle of a join of 
two pieces using a GumLeaf 
Screw.

Step 6
At the corners run the gutter 
guard over the hip, then cut and 
screw to fit as neatly as possible.

Step 7
Apply a thin bead of silicone 
along all scalloped edges to 
eliminate small gaps.

Step 8
Stand back and admire your 
great work.

Step 1
Clean out gutters well and flush 
down pipes.

Step 6
Slide tiles back down.

Step 7
At the corners cut the desired 
length of gutter guard.

Step 8
Fold down the back piece to 
make a double fold to suit gutter.

Step 9
The piece should fit comfortably 
into the corner.

Step 10
Screw corner piece down.

Step 3
Lay gutter guard so that the 
Woodland Grey colour is facing 
up. Secure to the gutter lip with 
GumLeaf Screws approximately 
300 mm apart. Make sure to align 
the gutter guard nicely along the 
gutter lip.

Step 4
Overlap the join of two pieces of 
gutter guard by approximately 
10mm. 

Step 5
Interlock the join of two pieces at 
the back using GumLeaf Screws.

Step 2
Slide the first row of tiles back.GumLeaf’s Range

Gutter guard with a 4mm size hole
 This is the most popular guard (for good reason) and 
is suitable for 99% of roofs. Located on the shelf in the 
Landscape Section of Bunnings as well available at the 
Special Orders desk for anything else not on the shelf. 

Gutter guard with a 2mm size hole
This is suitable for where pine needles or similar are 
an issue or where a BAL rating is relevant. To order 

see the Special Orders desk


